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assisted reading for
second language learners
by emilio cortez

this article features teaching strategies the group reads the next word and so on
that have been culled from several sources since some pupils inappropriately read
the techniques described are associated function words with a heavy stress it is
with the assisted reading approach and are suggested that such words be read by the
particularly appropriate for second language teacher in other words nouns and main
learners during the initial phases of reading verbs should comprise the majority of words
instruction to be read by the students snap reading

the assisted reading technique has can also be used with the entire class
yielded favorable results in the classroom when the teacher snaps hisheraisher fingers the
setting kenneth hoskisson describes the class responds chorally
assisted reading approach as follows

assisted reading consists of reading a carol chomsky successfully used tape
recorded storybooksstorybooks with pupils who wereword a phrase or a sentence and hav-

ing described chronic failures chom-
sky

as readingthe child repeat it to begin to
get the child to focus on the print the elaborates further
teacher parent aide or peer tutor the children listened individually to

puts a finger on the page and moves tape recorded stories following along
it slowly under the line while reading in the written text they listened
the child is asked to follow the words repeatedly to the same story until
and repeat them as they are read fluency was achieved the text was
eventually the child is asked to put then to be analyzed extensively
a finger under the line of print and through a variety of games designed
move it along while reading the words to lead the children from rote recog-

nitionaloud hoskisson 1974298 of the written material toward
yetta goodman and dorothy J watson an active interpretation of alphabetic

propose a variation of the assisted reading and phonological features of the

approach writing system chomsky 1976289
an alternative is to have the adult it is important to note that although a
teacher or aide read stopping child has memorized a particular reading

where a highly predictable word or passage and can read it flawlessly it does
phrase follows so that the reader not follow necessarily that the child will
can supply the appropriate lang-
uage

recognize the same words in different
goodman and watson 1977 phrases sentences or contexts thus as

868869868 869 one might infer from the latter part of the
in keeping with the assisted reading quotation just cited additional exposure to

procedure as proposed by goodman and the same words in varied contexts is essential
watson the snap reading technique cortez to ensure mastery
1975 can be used effectively to aid in the marie carbo also used tape recorded
improvement of students reading and listen-
ing

stories with pupils who required remedial
skills reading instruction carbo found that her
snap reading requires that the teacher students had problems following along in

read orally at normal speed stop and snap the text as they listened to the tape recorded
hisheraisher fingers this alerts a student to reading nevertheless this situation was
read the next word the teacher immediate-
ly

rectified by utilizing three strategies which
resumes reading stops and snaps hisheraisher helped to synchronize for the students the

fingers again A different student within printed words with the tape recorded words
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more specifically carbo implemented strat-
egies

the assisted reading approach consider the
such as following limerick that would be appropriate

I11 cueingbueing the listener I1 numbered the for young second language learners
book pages consecutively and cued there once was a man with a coldthe youngsters for whom I1 was reading whose story has never been toldthe number beforeby stating page with one mighty sneezereading the page next I1 paused long he blew down some treesenough to allow the listener to turn to and they rolled and rolled and rolledthe correct page look at the pictures cortez 198019801010
and find the first line of print

2 phrase reading I1 recorded the mater-
ial

in closing when properly utilized and
with particular emphasis on clarity judiciously incorporated into the ESL

expression and logical phrasing the classroom assisted reading constitutes an
latter seemed to help the students to effective approach for teaching reading
assimilate natural word groupings and and listening skills during the initial phases
lessen their tendency to read word by of reading instruction
word

3 tactual reinforcement I1 had each
child move a finger under the words references
as they were spoken carbo 1978
269 carbo marie 1968 teaching reading with

talking books theae reading teacher
short tape recorded reading passages 32 267273267 273

can also make it easieremiereasleremlerekler for students to syn-
chronize

chomsky carol 19719766 after decoding
chr the hear with itsonize language they what language arts 53 288296288 296
graphic representation for example a and 314
number of brief pedagogic dialogues can cortez emilio 1975 snap reading RELC
be recorded transcribed and usedtape as journal 6 172017 20
supplementary reading material A straight-
forward

cortez emilio 1976 incidentaldialogue such as the one that fol-
lows

learning
via pedagogic dialogues TESLcould be used for such purposes reporter 10 121312 13

A I1 bought seven cookies for lunch cortez emilio 1980 limericks revisited
and I1 ate three modernmodem english teacher 7 101110 11

B how many do you have left goodman Y and watson DJ 1977
A just four A reading program to live with
B may I1 have one focus on comprehension language
A sure cortez 197612 arts 54 868879868 879

because of their brevity inherent humor hoskisson kenneth 1974 should parents
and recurrent rhyme scheme limericks teach their children to read ele-

mentarycan be used effectively in conjunction with english 51 295299295 299
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